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Background
• Company Law

Corporate names & identity
Corporate structures

• Business Organisation
The company as a nexus of contracts
The theory of the firm

• Firms and markets
• Hybrid structures

• Trade Marks?
Mira Wilkins

• The modern corporation
Naomi Klein

• Weightless firms



Behind a Brand
Complex Corporate Structures

Fluid and Flexible Networks
• Franchising
• Merchandising

“Weightless” Firms
• Engaged in marketing
• Outsourced production

Reorganisation/ Restructuring
Off-shoring
Outward domestication



Structure of the Paper
(1) Introduction & Overview

(2) The Marketing Power of a Trade Mark

(3) A Brand as a Marketing Institution

(4) Business Organisation and Productive Efficiency

(5) Branding, Marketing and Production

(6) Conclusions



A Trade Mark as a Marketing Device

• A product identifier
Confers a distinctive identity
Identifies products on the market

• A means of reference and linkage
Information
Experience 
Advertising/ promotional activity

• An attention-catcher
Salience

• >> A basis for communication and promotion



A Trade Mark’s Marketing Capacity

A signifier of an exclusive identity
Based on “trade origin”
May also signify an economic link

A mechanism for
• Creating a marketing identity for products

Can be conferred upstream

• Marketing products directly to consumers
Reaching over distributors/ intermediaries
Stimulating demand for products downstream
>>  a competitive advantage



Legal Protection of Marketing Capacity

A trade mark guarantees “trade origin”

Its owner has 

• The exclusive right to confer this “trade origin”

• Protective rights to prohibit its use as an identifier

for unauthorised products
after unauthorised interference with legitimate products

• Protective rights to prohibit use of conflicting signs



Trade Marks and Exclusivity
• A Trade Mark signifies:

• An exclusive marketing identity
• A specific “trade origin”

• Rivalrous Aspects
• Exclusivity is integral to trade origin
• Owner has exclusive right to confer identity

• Non-Rivalrous Aspects?
• Use consistent with signification of trade origin

Use as convenient reference point?
Use as attention catcher?

• O2/ L’Oreal



Trade Marks and Brands?

A trade mark
• Legally protected
• Signifies an exclusive marketing identity
• Product specific

A brand - an exclusive marketing identity?
• May have multiple/ variable signifiers
• Signification may change
• May not be product specific

A brand as an economic entity?
• Autonomous
• Anonymous/ opaque
• Versatile



The Marketing Power of a Trade Mark

• Basis of Organisational Role

• Explanation may affect / limit organisational possibilities

• Facilitates Search?
Helps ascertain attributes of products
Provides reassurance through reputation
>>> Reduces consumers’ search costs

• Adds Intangible Value?
Links products to sources of mental appeal
Adds intangible mental attributes to products

• Behavioural Influence?
Salience >> cognitive availability
Influences choice



The Legal Basis of Marketing Power

A legal guarantee of trade origin

(1)Connects products to “one undertaking”

(2)Owner has authorised use of trade mark as identifier

(3)Owner can vouch for marketing condition of products

>>an acceptance of commercial responsibility



An Economic Guarantee

A trade mark signifies that an economic entity:

• Has accepted responsibility for the marked products

• Has the power to ensure satisfaction

• Has an incentive to ensure satisfaction

>> an economic guarantee

• About the products’ quality and other attributes
• About the potential response to dissatisfaction?



Communication and Search Costs

Product Differentiation
• Meaningful/ significant
• Hidden/ costly-to-discern attributes

Positive
Negative

Differentiating Attributes
• Functional

Quality
Variety

• Conduct
• Image



Trade Marks and Search Costs

A trade mark can link marked products to
• Experience
• Information

Recommendations
Reviews
Advertising

It can provide an “economic guarantee”
• Based on its owner’s incentive to protect its reputation
• Its owner can use it as a stake

To enter new markets
Brand extension/ brand stretching



A Marketing Institution
• Brands/ trade marks provide

• A focus for a reputation
A reference point for information and experience
An economic guarantee

• A focus for an image
A link for advertising and publicity
A link for promotional activity

• A means of catching consumers’ attention

• >> marketing power 



Trade Marks and Production

A trade mark’s marketing power
• Stimulates demand for marked products
• Adds value to marked products

What gives products their “trade origin”?
• Does not require internal production
• Required link is open and flexible

A trade mark enables firms engaged in marketing
• To organise production internally or externally
• To select/ procure products for marketing
• To relocate/ reorganise production 



A Basis for Organising Production

• Legal forms of requisite link to production?

• Direct (internal)

• Ownership (intra group)

• Contractual (external)

• Selection/ purchase on market
• Sub-contracting
• Licensing

• Economic/ de facto control?



Trade Marks and Productive Efficiency

A trade mark combines

• Exclusivity for marketing
To exploit marketing power
To determine scale/ scope of marketing

• Flexibility for production
To internalise/ externalise
To procure
To reorganise

• Role in organisational innovation
Basis for exploiting marketing power 
Basis for (re)organising production separately



Increasing Marketing Output?

• Increase scale/ scope of internal production?
Optimum scale and scope?
Costs?

• Agency costs
• Input costs

• Externalise production?
Procurement/ purchase on market
Outsourcing/ sub-contracting
Licensing/ collaborative arrangements

Costs?
• Transaction costs
• Price/ royalties
• Risk of damage to marketing power



Costs of External Production

Optimum scale?

Transaction Costs?
Complexity of production
Separability of inputs
Specification & measurement costs
Monitoring and enforcement

Risk of Damage to Marketing Power?
Basis of marketing power
Reputation for quality/ reliability/ conduct?
How to mitigate/ counter risk of damage?



External Producer’s Perspective

Suppliers/ Sub-contractors/ licensees

• No direct access to market?

• Low market price for output

Lack reputation: consumers face high search costs?

Lack image: consumers looking for intangible attributes?

Lack cognitive availability?

• >> Dealing with marketing firm?



The Rise of the Modern Corporation

Mira Wilkins/ H.G. Wells

Production
• Economies of scale/ scope
• Substantial capital investment 
• Stable/ increased demand required

Marketing
• Direct communication with consumers
• Competitive advantage secured downstream
• Demand stabilised/ increased



Weightless Firms

Naomi Klein/ Merchandising

Marketing
• Substantial marketing power
• Economies of scale and scope

Production
• Economies from procuring/ outsourcing/ licensing

Cost minimisation
Competition among production units

• Threats to marketing power?
Quality control
Reputation management



Conclusions

Trade marks and organisational innovation

• A legal platform for marketing

Capacity to reach across intermediaries
Capacity to stimulate demand downstream
Evolution of marketing

• Large scale/ global marketing
• Exploitation of marketing power

• A legal basis for organising production

Separation of marketing from production
Evolution of flexible structures
Basis for reorganisation
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